
 Going Back Home Pigram Brothers

[E]   [B]     [E]   [B]     [E]   [B]     [E]   [B]   

I [E] feel like [B] going back [E] home,    [B]   [E]   [B] 
Right [E] now while the [B] mangoes are [E] ripe. [B]   [E]   [B] 
Franga-[E] -pani's [B] starting to [E] bloom,  [B]   [E]   [B] 
And the [E] Bluebone's [B] starting to [E] bite. [B]   [E]   [B] 

Hey [G#] mum I can just taste your [C#m] fish soup and [A] rice,
[E] I'm coming [B] back home [E] to you.
[G#]   Can't hack the pace of the [C#m] city [A] life,
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome.  [B]   [E]  [B]    [E]   [B] 

[E] heading out to [B] blackberry [E] tree now  [B]   [E]   [B] 
got the [E] dust and mud [B] stuck in our [E] hair     [B]   [E]   [B] 
uncle [E] Larry got his [B] esky of [E] beer     [B]   [E]   [B] 
Auntie [E] Phil well she [B] really dont [E] care     [B]   [E] 

Hey [G#] mum I can just taste your [C#m] fish soup and [A] rice,
[E] I'm coming [B] back home [E] to you.
[G#]   Can't hack the pace of the [C#m] city [A] life,
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome.

[C#m] Lazy [E] breeze [B] flowing through your [E] mind.
[A] Sky blue [E] seas catch a [B] feed there any-[E] -time.   [B]    [E]    
[B]    [E]    [B] 

[E] Luggers are [B] in on the [E] spring tide [B]   [E]   [B] 
and the [E] gambling [B] house is [E] packed   [B]   [E]   [B] 
[E] mangui [B] mucha [E] whitcitong  [B]   [E]   [B] 
[E] mallawurtti [B] gungui in f[E] ront     [B]   [E]   [B] 

Hey [G#] man were gonna wrangle some [C#m] juna to-[A] -night
Make it [E] right and [B] sing with the [E] moon.
[G#]   Can't hack the pace of the [C#m] city  [A] life,
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome. [B]    [E]   [B]    [E]   [B] 

So I [E] feel like [B] going back [E] home,    [B]   [E]   [B] 
Right n[E] ow while the [B] gubinge are [E] ripe.  [B]   [E]   [B] 
[E] Joogle tree [B] starting to [E] bloom,  [B]   [E]   [B] 
[E] And the gidie are [B] starting to [E] bite. [B]   [E]   [B] 

Hey [G#] mum I can just taste your [C#m] fish soup and [A] rice,
[E] I'm coming [B] back home [E] to you.
[G#]   Can't hack the pace of the [C#m] city [A] life,
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome. [B] 
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome. [B] 
[E] soon I'll be [B] dreaming in [E] Broome. [B] 



 Going Back Home Pigram Brothers

Capo 2 [D]   [A]     [D]   [A]     [D]   [A]     [D]   [A]   

I [D] feel like [A] going back [D] home,    [A]   [D]   [A] 
Right [D] now while the [A] mangoes are [D] ripe. [A]   [D]   [A] 
Franga-[D] -pani's [A] starting to [D] bloom,  [A]   [D]   [A] 
And the [D] Bluebone's [A] starting to [D] bite. [A]   [D]   [A] 

Hey [F#] mum I can just taste your [Bm] fish soup and [G] rice,
[D] I'm coming [A] back home [D] to you.
[F#]   Can't hack the pace of the [Bm] city [G] life,
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome.  [A]   [D]  [A]    [D]   [A] 

[D] heading out to [A] blackberry [D] tree now  [A]   [D]   [A] 
got the [D] dust and mud [A] stuck in our [D] hair     [A]   [D]   [A] 
uncle [D] Larry got his [A] esky of [D] beer     [A]   [D]   [A] 
Auntie [D] Phil well she [A] really dont [D] care     [A]   [D] 

Hey [F#] mum I can just taste your [Bm] fish soup and [G] rice,
[D] I'm coming [A] back home [D] to you.
[F#]   Can't hack the pace of the [Bm] city [G] life,
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome.

[Bm] Lazy [D] breeze [A] flowing through your [D] mind.
[G] Sky blue [D] seas catch a [A] feed there any-[D] -time.   [A]    [D]    
[A]    [D]    [A] 

[D] Luggers are [A] in on the [D] spring tide [A]   [D]   [A] 
and the [D] gambling [A] house is [D] packed   [A]   [D]   [A] 
[D] mangui [A] mucha [D] whitcitong  [A]   [D]   [A] 
[D] mallawurtti [A] gungui in f[D] ront     [A]   [D]   [A] 

Hey [F#] man were gonna wrangle some [Bm] juna to-[G] -night
Make it [D] right and [A] sing with the [D] moon.
[F#]   Can't hack the pace of the [Bm] city  [G] life,
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome. [A]    [D]   [A]    [D]   [A] 

So I [D] feel like [A] going back [D] home,    [A]   [D]   [A] 
Right n[D] ow while the [A] gubinge are [D] ripe.  [A]   [D]   [A] 
[D] Joogle tree [A] starting to [D] bloom,  [A]   [D]   [A] 
[D] And the gidie are [A] starting to [D] bite. [A]   [D]   [A] 

Hey [F#] mum I can just taste your [Bm] fish soup and [G] rice,
[D] I'm coming [A] back home [D] to you.
[F#]   Can't hack the pace of the [Bm] city [G] life,
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome. [A] 
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome. [A] 
[D] soon I'll be [A] dreaming in [D] Broome. [A] 


